Extracting well distributed control points (CPs) is a very challenging task for remote sensing image registration, particularly for large high-resolution images over heterogeneous landscape. Based on image analysis such as edge detection, corner detection, and information theory, a new CP detection approach is proposed to select highquality, evenly distributed CPs. The Entropy-Block-Based variant of the Harris Corner Detector (EBB-HCD) is achieved by dividing the image into blocks and by allocating the number of CP's based upon the entropy of each block. While the block-based strategy improves the CP balance problem, a factor calculated from entropy avoids overdetection. We conducted a comparison study utilizing the the well-known Harris Corner Detector (HCD) and an implementation of the Block-Based Harris Corner Detector (BB-HCD). Experimental results indicate that using EBB-HCD to find the CPs improves the overall alignment accuracy during registration compared with HCD or BB-HCD.
INTRODUCTION
Image registration methods 1 aim to re-align two or more images of the same scene that have been acquired at different times, with different perspectives, and by different sensors. In other words, registration is the procedure of searching for spatial transformations between different images.
2 It can be described as the process of looking for a spatial mapping that would rearrange the pixels in one image while keeping the spatial consistency with corresponding pixels in another image. Registration is a fundamental research area in computer vision, image processing, remote sensing, target recognition, image stitching and 3D scene reconstruction. 3 Image registration algorithms usually fall into two categories:
4 area-based methods and feature based methods.
Area-based methods consist of evaluating the similarity between images using intensity information. 5 This is better suited for traditional images from CCD camera or cross-modality remote sensors as the intensity range of the sensed image and reference image must be similar. However, several factors could lead to the failure of this approach such as the illumination being very different in one image relative to the other, the content change overtime, or a match has been found for non-overlapping areas. 6 In addition, area-based methods usually require heavy computation since the entire image content is usually considered.
Feature-based methods consist of finding matching features between the images. Therefore, one of the fundamental problems is to detect relevant points or "keypoints" that will have unique descriptors within an image. For this research we focus on a new keypoint detector specific to the feature-based registration problem. 7 We additionally noticed that some traditional feature detectors suffer from finding an unbalanced set of keypoints while trying to register large images from remote sensing systems. (FAST) . While HCD is detailed in Section 2.1, a brief overview of aforementioned algorithms is given here for completeness. SIFT consists of a scale-space extreme point detection of difference of Gaussian images, filtering unstable detected points via a single global threshold and invariant descriptor generation. SURF utilizes both horizontal and vertical orientations to calculate wavelet responses. It builds the keypoint detector by using a Hessian matrix-based blob which is applied to the image. FAST proposes to exclude non-corner points. A pixel and its 16 neighbors are selected to classify whether the candidate pixel is qualified to be a corner point and therefore be a keypoint. However, as previously mentioned, these keypoint detectors share the same unbalanced problem. If a certain area in an image has low contrast, there will be fewer keypoints, and may even result in zero keypoints in that area skewing the image transformation to optimize only the part of the image that has most of the keypoints. Only by having the keypoints distributed across the entire image can we derive an accurate transformation matrix. With this aim, we focus on the HCD since it is still able to extract features even in relatively homogeneous areas. We propose an enhanced version of HCD using entropy and a block-based approach.
The organization of this paper is as follows: the traditional Harris Corner Detector is introduced in Section 2. The Entropy-Block-Based Harris Corner Detector is proposed in Section 3. Results and analysis are shown in Section 4. Concluding remarks and a summary are given in Section 5.
HARRIS CORNER DETECTION ALGORITHM
In the following section, we formally describe the Harris Corner Detection (HCD) algorithm.
Detection Theory
The Harris Corner Detection algorithm detects corners by using a differential operation and an autocorrelation matrix. As the differential operator can reflect changes in gray scale imagery in any direction of the pixel, it can also effectively distinguish corners and edges. Considering a window w(x, y) centered in pixel (x, y) and size (u, v), HCD evaluates the variation of the gradient to calculate a response R and determine if the window contains a corner. R is computed as shown below:
where k ∈ [0.04, 0.06] is a given constant, Det(M ) = λ 1 λ 2 and Tr(M ) = λ 1 + λ 2 with λ 1 and λ 2 being the eigenvalues of the local autocorrelation matrix M computed from the image derivatives, I as:
Considering the response R, the pixel (x, y) would be a corner if the response is above a given threshold and it is also the maximum value within the window.
Limitations
Although the HCD algorithm is a well known method and has advantages like rotation invariance and affine invariance, it still suffers the following limitations:
1) In the case of an aerial image over different landscapes, such as Figure 1a , the distribution of feature points is a potential problem when conducting image registration. Indeed the heterogeneous parts of the image will result in a large number of corner features while the homogeneous parts will tend to have fewer features. As can be seen in Figures 1a and 1b , we see there are many detected keypoints in residential and forested areas while we see a minimal number of keypoints in open areas due to the low contrast and low pixel intensity. 2) Result depends on a given threshold. 12 A high threshold value results in fewer corners that would be well defined. On the other hand, a small threshold value would lead to more potential corners, some of which might not be true corners or could be considered noise. 
ENHANCED HARRIS CORNER DETECTION
To overcome the previous limitations of the HDC we first tried to use a Block-Based Harris Corner Detector (BB-HCD) as a straightforward solution to the unbalanced issue. This is actually one of the enhancements that OpenCV is providing for some of the detectors they have available under the GridAdaptedFeatureDetector class. However, since this solution introduces an over-detection within homogeneous blocks, we developed the Entropy-Block-Based Harris Corner Detector (EBB-HCD). Both methods are detailed in the next subsections.
Block-Based Harris Corner Detection
Our version of the BB-HCD first divides the image into equal size blocks. 13 Then for each block the HCD is used to find the number of keypoints in the block. Figure 2a illustrates the results with the number of keypoints equal to 1,000. In this case, each block is allocated ten keypoints, as illustrated in 2b. As the number of keypoints in each block is fixed, the blocks related to homogenous areas will more than likely contain keypoints related to "noise" rather than true image features. Thus, the quality of each keypoint cannot be guaranteed. In other words, despite the well-distributed search within the image by the HCD in a block-based strategy, some of the candidate keypoints are not corners. We introduced a quality measure based on image information to evaluate the blocks and adapt the number of keypoints that should be found in a particular cell or block. 
Entropy-Block-Based Harris Corner Detection
Image entropy H, is used as a quality measure. It can be expressed as
where P k (i) is the normalized count of pixels of intensity i derive from the histogram of the k th block in the image. This quantity describes the amount of information that is contained in an image. Indeed, low entropy images, e.g., an image that contains large uniform areas, will have a small variance and therefore many pixels with the same intensity value. We note that an image with pixels of the same intensity value will have an entropy of zero.
Similar to the BB-HCD, the image is first divided into blocks where we calculate a coefficient for each block to adapt the number of keypoints N k given the total number of required corner points N total . In order to obtain the coefficient for the k th block in the image, the entropy H k is divided by the total entropy, H total = k∈K H k which can be express as
where K is the total number of blocks in the image. Figure 3a shows the distribution using EBB-HCD when requesting the same 1,000 keypoints as compared to the BB-HCD example, as in Figure 2 . While each block has ten keypoints for BB-HCD, the number of keypoints per block is in the [2 − 13] range for EBB-HCD, as illustrated in 3b. 14 employs a similar strategy, which is named "dense HCD", to extract evenly distributed features by using information entropy. The number of feature devoted to the i-th grid cell is determined by Eq. (5). An average entropy H k,j is calculated in the surrounding circular region of each corner j with a radius of r=7. In this paper, instead of average entropy around each corner with radius=7, the entropy of each cell is used to determine the number of features.
4. RESULTS
Data Sets
The data used in this analysis was captured by a Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) system and RGB sensor. Specifically, the image from the LiDAR sensor was a full return rasterized image while the RGB data is an orthophotography image as seen in Figures 4a and 4b . The data was acquired through the Sonoma Veg Map effort which is a 5-year program to map the topography, physical and biotic features and diverse plant communities and habitats in Sonoma County, Sonama, CA. Most of the imagery in the dataset contains various landscapes. In these examples, we can see that there is a fair amount of structure in certain parts of the image (i.e. lower left and upper right corners). Outside of these regions, the imagery is fairly benign in terms of low contrast and pixel intensity. 
Experimental Implementation
In this section, we briefly explain how we obtain an initial coarse transformation matrix. We start by converting the RGB image of Figure 4b to gray scale. This is followed by the manual selection of 10-15 control points in both images to create the "coarse" transformation matrix. After this process, we need to refine the transformation itself. We use the four previously mentioned detectors to extract keypoints in Figure 4a to generate searching windows in the grayscale version of Figure 4b . The SIFT descriptor is then used to describe a keypoint in Figure 4a . Each pixel in the corresponding window of Figure 4b , is considered as a potential keypoint described by SIFT. The maximum normalized cross correlation coefficient determines the matching keypoint.
We used the mutual information, I(X, Y ) as metric to evaluate the performance of the registration between the two images described as
where H X and H Y is the entropy of each image and H XY is the joint entropy defined by
where P (x, y) is the normalized joint distribution. One can notice that the higher the normalized mutual information coefficient is the more similar the images are. Figure 5 illustrates the comparison of the four target detection methods: classic HCD, BB-HCD, dense HCD and EBB-HCD. In Figure 5a , the features are extracted unevenly by the classic HCD approach. Such unevenly distributed features are not desired in image registration. In Figure 5b , even though the number of feature is perfectly balanced using BB-HCD, it is easy to tell that some features are located on either uniform or noise areas and they cannot have a unique representation by any descriptor. Figure 5c shows evenly distributed features as a result of using the dense HCD. However, this method is not suitable as it requires user input parameters and extensive computation to calculate the average entropy for each block. If the test data is detected 1000 keypoints by using both dense HCD and EBB-HCD, EBB-HCD will take 0.974 seconds and dense HCD will take 1.599 seconds. Using the EBB-HCD, as seen in Figure 5d , overcomes some of the previously mentioned issues. The features not only are well-distributed but are also more meaningful in the context of image registration. The comparison of keypoint counts generated by each method is shown in Figure 6 . When examining the results from using dense HCD (Figure 6c ) and EBB-HCD (Figure 6d ) one can notice that they have similar count distributions, in-line with what was already observed previously.
Comparison

Registration Results
In this section, we register the images previously described in Figures 4a and 4b utilizing all four keypoint detectors. These results can be seen in Figure 7 with results from the normalized mutual information coefficient shown in Figure 8 . Registration results associated with using HCD and BB-HCD produce composite images that are slightly blurry and un-registered. However, we notice that when using dense HCD and EBB-HCD, the registration results are clean and well aligned. Additionally, the EBB-HCD approach does not require additional user parameters in addition to its lower computational complexity, as compared to dense HCD. 
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A more quantitative look at the registration results of Figure 7 , is performed by using the normalized mutual information (NMI). Here, we compute the NMI, after registration, for each of the keypoint detectors. The results of this can be seen in Figure 8 . We can immediately see that the NMI scores associated with HCD and BB-HCD are lower than those associated with EBB-HCD and dense HCD. Furthermore, the EBB-HCD NMI scores are very similar to dense HCD scores (with the added benefit of fewer user input parameters and computational cost).
In addition, given in the fixed amount of CPs, the normalized mutual information coefficients show that BB-HCD leads to a better registration than HCD. Figure 8 shows that the less amount of CPs will result in a smaller normalized mutual information coefficient for the registration, but EBB-HCD still has the best performance among the three methods. From this plot we also notice that a higher number of control points tends to exhibit better registration results, as indicated by the larger NMI scores, regardless of keypoint detector type. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an new corner detector method: the Entropy-Blocked-Based Harris Corner Detector (EBB-HCD). The EBB-HCD (and dense HCD) helped to solve issues related to the keypoint balance problem, which HCD and BB-HCD suffer from. Both the EBB-HCD and dense HCD produced registration results that were better than the standard HCD and BB-HCD. The EBB-HCD has the added benefit of only requiring one input parameter and requires less computation.
Future work will involve using something other than the SIFT descriptor (i.e., self similarity descriptor) to assist in matching keypoints across images. Furthermore, we are examining other combinations of multi-modal datasets in addition to data sets that are larger encompassing more pixels.
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